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Abstract
As a converse of the arithmetic–geometric mean inequality, W. Specht [Math. Z. 74 (1960)
91–98] estimated the ratio of the arithmetic mean to the geometric one. In this paper, we shall
show complementary inequalities to the matricial generalization of Oppenheim’s inequality
and the Golden–Thompson type inequalities on the Hadamard product by T. Ando [Linear
Algebra Appl. 26 (1979) 203; Linear Algebra Appl. 241–243 (1996) 105], in which Specht’s
ratio plays an important role. As an application, we shall obtain a complementary inequality
to the Hadamard determinant inequality. © 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let Ml denote the space of l  l complex matrices and U the set of unitary ma-
trices in Ml . For a pair X;Y of Hermitian matrices the order relation X > Y means
as usual that X − Y is positive semidefinite. In particular, X > 0 means that X is
positive definite. A norm jjj  jjj on Ml is said to be unitarily invariant if
jjjUXV jjj D jjjXjjj; X 2 Ml ;
for all U;V 2 U.
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The tensor product
nz }| {
Ml ⊗    ⊗ Ml of n copies of Ml is identified with Mln in a
natural way. Then there is uniquely a unital linear map from Mln to Ml that satisfies
U.X1 ⊗    ⊗ Xn/ D X1      Xn .Xi 2 Ml /;
where X1      Xn is the Hadamard (i.e., entrywise) product of X1; : : : ; Xn. Here
“unital” means U.I/ D I , I and I being the identity matrices of Mln and Ml , respec-
tively, while “positive” means that U.X/ > 0 whenever X > 0. Ando [1] showed
the matricial generalization of Oppenheim’s inequality: if H1;H2; : : : ; Hn are any
n-tuple of positive definite matrices in Ml , then
log.H1      Hn/ >
 
nX
iD1
log Hi
!
 I:
Moreover, applying the principle in the proof, he [2] showed upper and lower bounds
of the Golden–Thompson type inequalities for jjjeH1CCHn jjj by using the Hadam-
ard product: for Hermitian matrices H1;H2; : : : ; Hn and any unitarily invariant norm
jjj  jjj
sup
V 2U
etV H1V      etV HnV }1=t  > eH1CCHn  .t > 0/
and eH1CCHn > sup
V 2U
e−tV H1V      e−tV HnV g−.1=t/ .t > 0/:
On the other hand, as a converse of the arithmetic–geometric mean inequality,
Specht [9] estimated the ratio of the arithmetic mean to the geometric one: for
x1; : : : ; xn 2 Tm;MU with M > m > 0,
S.k/ n
p
x1x2    xn > x1 C x2 C    C xn
n
(
> npx1x2    xn

;
where k D M=m and S.k/ is defined for k > 1 as
S.k/ D .k − 1/k
1=.k−1/
e log k
.k > 1/ and S.1/ D 1; (1)
which we call Specht’s ratio. Fujii et al. [3] showed an operator version of Specht’s
theorem. This fact is essentially obtained by Furuta [4, Corollary 5.4] and [5].
In this paper, we shall show a complementary inequality to the matricial gener-
alization of Oppenheim’s inequality by Ando [1]. We shall moreover show comple-
mentary inequalities to the Golden–Thompson type inequalities on the Hadamard
product by Ando [2], in which Specht’s ratio plays an important role. As an appli-
cation, we shall obtain a complementary inequality to the Hadamard determinant
inequality.
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2. Complementary inequality to Oppenheim’s inequality
First, we shall show a complementary inequalty to the matricial generalization of
Oppenheim’s inequality by Ando [1]. To prove it, we use the method established by
Mond and Pecˇaric´ [7] (see also [8]). Recall that the logarithmic mean L.m;M/ is
defined for 0 < m 6 M as
L.m;M/ D M − m
log M − log m .M > m/ and L.m;m/ D m:
It is easy to see that m 6 L.m;M/ 6 M .
Theorem 1. Let H1;H2; : : : ; Hn be any n-tuple of positive definite matrices in
Ml such that 0 < miI 6 Hi 6 MiI with 0 < mi < Mi .i D 1; 2; : : : ; n/. Let m D
m1m2   mn and M D M1M2    Mn. Then for  > 0 
nX
iD1
log Hi
!
 I >  log.H1  H2      Hn/ C I; (2)
where  is determined as the minimum of the function at C b −  log t on Tm;MU
with
a  1
L.m;M/
D log M − log m
M − m
and
b  −m
L.m;M/
C log m D M log m − m log M
M − m :
Proof. By definition
at C b >  log t C  for all t 2 Tm;MU:
Since 0 < mI 6 H1  H2      Hn 6 MI , applying this inequality to H1  H2 
    Hn we have
a.H1  H2      Hn/ C bI >  log.H1  H2      Hn/ C I: (3)
Since log t is concave and the linear function at C b interpolates log t at t D m and
t D M , we have log t > at C b for all t 2 Tm;MU, so that the inequality applied to
H1 ⊗    ⊗ Hn and to U./ implies
U.logTH1 ⊗ H2 ⊗    ⊗ HnU/>aU.H1 ⊗ H2 ⊗    ⊗ Hn/ C bU.I/
Da.H1  H2      Hn/ C bI; (4)
since 0 < mI 6 H1 ⊗ H2 ⊗    ⊗ Hn 6 MI. Also, it follows that
U.logTH1 ⊗ H2 ⊗    ⊗ HnU/
D U.logTH1 ⊗ I ⊗    ⊗ I U C logTI ⊗ H2 ⊗ I    ⊗ I U
C    C logTI ⊗    ⊗ I ⊗ HnU/
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D U..log H1 ⊗ I ⊗    ⊗ I/ C .I ⊗ log H2 ⊗    ⊗ I/
C    C .I ⊗    ⊗ I ⊗ log Hn//
D log H1  I      I C I  log H2  I      I
C    C I      I  log Hn
D
 
nX
iD1
log Hi
!
 I: (5)
Therefore, combining (3)–(5) we have 
nX
iD1
log Hi
!
 I >a.H1  H2      Hn/ C bI
> log.H1  H2      Hn/ C I: 
Remark 1.  D .m;M; / can be written explicitly as
 D
8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:
 −  log.L.m;M//
CM log m − m log M
M − m if m 6 L.m;M/ 6 M;
.1 − / log M if M 6 L.m;M/;
.1 − / log m if L.m;M/ 6 m:
(6)
In fact, let
h.t/ D at C b −  log t :
Then by definition
 D min
m6t6M
h.t/:
Now h0.t1/ D 0 if and only if t1 D L.m;M/. If m 6 L.m;M/ 6 M , then
 Dh.t1/
Dh.L.m;M//
D −  log.L.m;M// C M log m − m log M
M − m ;
because h00.t1/ D =t21 > 0. If L.m;M/ > M , then h.t/ is nonincreasing for t 6
M so that
 D h.M/ D .1 − / log M:
If L.m;M/ 6 m, then h.t/ is nondecreasing for t > m, so that
 D h.m/ D .1 − / log m:
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As a corollary, we give an estimate of the lower bound of the difference of
Oppenheim’s inequality:
Corollary 2. Let the hypothesis of Theorem 1 be satisfied. Then 
nX
iD1
log Hi
!
 I − log.H1      Hn/
>

1 C M log m − m log M
M − m − log L.m;M/

I: (7)
Proof. Since m 6 L.m;M/ 6 M , with  D 1 in Remark 1, we have
 D 1 − log.L.m;M// C M log m − m log M
M − m ;
hence (7). 
Oppenheim proved the following determinant inequality for the Hadamard prod-
uct of positive definite matrices Hi .i D 1; 2; : : : ; n/, e.g., [6, p. 480]:
det.H1  H2      Hn/ > det.H1/ det.H2/    det.Hn/:
For an l  l matrix X D .xij / the trace of X is defined by tr.X/ D PliD1 xii . Then
the determinant for positive definite X is expressed as det.X/ D exp.tr.log X//.
As an application of Theorem 1, we show a complementary inequality to Oppen-
heim’s determinant inequality in terms of Specht’s ratio.
Corollary 3. Let H1;H2; : : : ; Hn be any n-tuple of positive definite matrices in
Ml such that 0 < mi 6 Hi 6 Mi .i D 1; 2; : : : ; n/. Let m D m1m2    mn and M D
M1M2    Mn. Then
S.k/l > det.H1      Hn/
det.H1/ det.H2/    det.Hn/ > 1;
where k D .M=m/ > 1 and S.k/ is defined in (1).
Proof. Since m 6 L.m;M/ 6 M , with  D 1 in Remark 1, we have
tr.log H1/ C    C tr.log Hn/D tr..log H1 C    C log Hn/  I/
> tr.log.H1      Hn// C tr.I/;
where
 D 1 − log L.m;M/ C M log m − m log M
M − m :
Taking exponent in both sides of the inequality,
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det.H1/    det.Hn/Dexp.tr.log H1/ C    C tr.log Hn//
>exp.tr.log.H1      Hn// C l/
Del det.H1      Hn/:
Then it follows that e− D S.k/. In fact, we have
e− De−1 exp

−k log m − log M
k − 1

exp.log L.m;M//
De−1 exp
 
log

mk
M
−1=.k−1/!
.k − 1/m
log k
De−1 m−k=.k−1/M1=.k−1/ .k − 1/m
log k
DS.k/:
Therefore, we have
S.k/l det.H1/    det.Hn/ > det.H1      Hn/: 
Remark 2. As a special case of Corollary 3, we obtain a complementary inequality
to the Hadamard determinant inequality: if H D .aij / is an l  l positive definite
matrix with MI > H > mI > 0, then
S.k/l det.H/ >
lY
iD1
aii .> det H/;
where k D .M=m/ > 1. As a matter of fact, if H1 D H and H2 D I in Corollary 3,
then S.k/l det.H/ det.I/ > det.H  I/ D QliD1 aii .
3. Complementary inequality to Golden–Thompson inequality
In this section, we give complementary inequalities to the Golden–Thompson
type inequalities on the Hadamard product by Ando [2] via Specht’s ratio.
Theorem 4. Let H1;H2; : : : ; Hn be any n-tuple of positive definite matrices such
that 0 < miI 6 Hi 6 MiI .i D 1; 2; : : : n/ and jjj  jjj any unitarily invariant norm.
Then for  > 0eH1CCHn 
> e C.t/=t sup
V 2U
(etV H1V      etV HnV =t  .t > 0/; (8)
where C.t/ D .et .m1CCmn/; et .M1CCMn/; / in Theorem 1, and
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e−.−.t/=t/ sup
V 2U
(e−tV H1V      e−tV HnV −.=t/
>
eH1CCHn  .t > 0/; (9)
where −.t/ D .e−t .M1CCMn/; e−t .m1CCmn/; / in Theorem 1.
Proof. In Theorem 1, replacing Hi by etV
HiV .i D 1; : : : ; n/ for V 2 U, we have 
nX
iD1
tV HiV
!
 I >  log (etV H1V      etV HnV C C.t/I;
where C.t/ D .et .m1CCmn/; et .M1CCMn/; / in Theorem 1. If X > Y for
Hermitian matrices X;Y and g is nonnegative nondecreasing function, then jjjg.X/jjj
> jjjg.Y /jjj. Applying this principle with g.s/ D es=t , we haveeV .H1CCHn/V I  > eC.t/=t (etV H1V      etV HnV =t :
Since the sequence of eigenvalues of a Hermitian matrix X majorizes the sequence of
its diagonal entries (see [6, Theorem 4.3.26], we have jjjg.X/jjj > jjjg.X  I/jjj for
any nonnegative, increasing convex function g.s/ and any unitarily invariant norm
jjj  jjj. Therefore, it follows thateH1CCHn D eV .H1CCHn/V  > eV .H1CCHn/V I :
Hence, we have the desired inequality (8):eH1CCHn > eC.t/=t sup
V 2U
(etV H1V      etV HnV =t :
Next, since there exist V 2 U such that V .H1 C    C Hn/V is a diagonal ma-
trix, we have V .H1 C    C Hn/V D .V .H1 C    C Hn/V /  I . Also, it follows
that for t > 0
.V H1V C    C V HnV /  I
6 −
t
log
(
e−tV H1V      e−tV HnV − −.t/
t
I;
where −.t/ D .e−t .M1CCMn/; e−t .m1CCmn/; / in Theorem 1 and consequentlyeV H1V CCV HnV 
D e.V H1V CCV HnV /I 
6 e−.−.t/=t/
(e−tV H1V      e−tV HnV −.=t/;
which proves (9). 
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The following theorem is our main theorem obtained as a special case of
Theorem 4:
Theorem 5. Let H1;H2; : : : ; Hn be any n-tuple of positive definite matrices such
that 0 < miI 6 Hi 6 MiI .i D 1; 2; : : : ; n/ and jjj  jjj any unitarily invariant norm.
Then for t > 0
S.kt /1=t sup
V 2U
(e−tV H1V      e−tV HnV }−.1=t/
>
eH1CCHn 
> S.kt /−.1=t/ sup
V 2U
etV H1V      etV HnV }1=t ;
where k D e.M1CCMn/=e.m1CCmn/.
Proof. If  D 1 in Theorem 4, then we have
C.t/D
(
et .m1CCmn/; et .M1CCMn/; 1

D(e−t .M1CCMn/; e−t .m1CCmn/; 1
D−.t/:
Hence, it follows that e−C.t/ D e−−.t/ D S.kt / as in the proof of Corollary 3. 
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